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Indeed my pleasure in writing you both today and I hope all is well.
I wanted to thank you for taking the opportunity to host the meeting last Saturday, unfortunately I was driving our children
to practices and saw the lovely get together.
Thank you for allowing us to provide some suggestions for the remodeling.
I realize, it would have helped to hear the presentation to understand the context for the remodeling so please take the
below suggestions with that in mind:
We have had the delight of living in this lovely neighborhood for 10+ years which we have held numerous birthday parties
specifically at Haralson Park and attended many others. This is an extremely populated park, from Wednesday school ½
days to numerous practices where the siblings/friends play at the park. With that, here are our suggestions. In order of
preference:
1. Warner Ranch has the blessings of several individuals with disabilities who frequent the park. The individuals with
disabilities are lovely, kind individuals and FOR YEARS we have had no problems with anyone. All individuals
with and without disabilities LOVE to swing (This is a calming motion for some individuals with & without
disabilities). It would be WONDERFUL if we had SECOND swinging area. For example- the NE side of the park
for more individuals to have the opportunity to participate. We DO NOT want to exclude ANYONE, rather offer
another safer place for more individuals to swing as some of the participants with and without disabilities swing
very high which the little kids are running around the swings and there have been a few close calls in general.
Just thinking how can we better this experience for everyone and offer more swings as these are popular.
2. Tree for shading the benches and surrounding areas of the park. LOVE THE benches added several years ago
around the park, however in the summer they are unusable. We would love to strategically plant trees around the
benches for the afternoon sun. Or have a new place to sit near the playground with many trees on each side of
the playground (West Side especially) with more benches and LOTS OF SHADE. It is very difficult to use this
park during the summer which we reside to Hanger, but we love this park even more.
3. The zip line on the SW end of the park. It is VERY difficult for children to do it on their own. As a parent, I’m trying
to hold the black handle PLUS lift my child up to reach it as the one step is WAY too far from the handle which I
have also seen numerous other parents/ children have the same problem. Would be a great help if some more
steps were created for the children to child up (like a ladder) then the adult/parent would hold the handle as they
reach for it instead of them climbing on us as a ladder.
4. Always we asked the kids there suggestions (they are 10, 8 and 3) which they said they would LOVE another play
area. In the future would be nice to have a larger one and smaller one
Thank you for taking the time to read, sincerely value all you are doing for the community and greatly appreciate your
support. I hope you many blessings and a have delightful rest of your day.

